
From Reactive Boltzmann Equations toReaction{Di�usion SystemsM. Bisi �, L. Desvillettes ySeptember 5, 2005AbstractWe consider the reactive Boltzmann equations for a mixture of di�erent speciesof molecules, including a �xed background. We propose a scaling in which thecollisions involving this background are predominant, while the inelastic (reactive)binary collisions are very rare. We show that, at the formal level, the solutions of theBoltzmann equations converge toward the solutions of a reaction-di�usion system.The coe�cients of this system can be expressed in terms of the cross sections ofthe Boltzmann kernels. We discuss various possible physical settings (gases havinginternal energy, presence of a boundary, etc.), and present one rigorous mathemati-cal proof in a simpli�ed situation (for which the existence of strong solutions to theBoltzmann equation is known).1 IntroductionGases in which chemical reactions are present can be described by various types of equa-tions. When one is interested only in global quantities (that is, quantities which do notdepend on the space variable x), systems of ODEs can be used (the unknowns are thenthe global concentrations at time t).We are interested here in situations when the spatial variable x has to be taken intoaccount, so that PDEs are used. In many papers, the gas is assumed to follow a (reactive)Euler or Navier-Stokes system (Cf. [5]). These systems can in turn be obtained (at theformal level) from (reactive) kinetic equations of Boltzmann type (Cf. [4], [5]).Another possibility of modelling consists in considering that the main process (apartfrom chemical reactions) is the di�usion of the concentration of the species (this is par-ticularly meaningful when the considered species are traces in a background medium).One is then led to write down reaction-di�usion equations (Cf. [16]). Equations of thiskind can in some cases be obtained in a rigorous mathematical way starting from particlesystems (Cf. [9], [10] and [20]).�Dipartimento di Matematica, Universit�a di Parma, Parco Area delle Scienze 53/A, 43100 ParmayCMLA, ENS de Cachan, UMR 8536 du CNRS, 61 Av. du Pdt. Wilson, 94235 Cachan Cedex1



In this paper, we show how one can relate (reactive) kinetic equations of Boltzmanntype to such reaction-di�usion systems, by a suitable scaling. Such a connection wasexplored in the 90s in a series of papers by R. Spigler and D. H. Zanette (Cf. [17], [18],[19], [21]), in the case when the (reactive) collision operators are phenomenological modelssuch as Fokker-Planck or BGK (or for discrete velocities models). We introduce here morerealistic reactive collision kernels (of Boltzmann type), such as those devised by A. Rossaniand G. Spiga (Cf. [15]), M. Groppi and G. Spiga (Cf. [14]) or L. Desvillettes, R. Monacoand F. Salvarani (Cf. [12]).The scaling which is used consists in considering that the dominant process to whichthe various species are submitted is (elastic) scattering with a �xed background, whileadvection and elastic collisions between the considered species are of lower order, andreactive collisions of even lower order. Finally, the time is rescaled in order to recover thetime-scale of di�usion. This scaling is very close in spirit to the di�usive approximation ofneutron transport (Cf. [6]) or the Rosseland approximation of radiative transfer (Cf. [13]).More precisely, we consider a mixture of N + 1 gases As, s = 1; : : : ; N + 1, andwe assume that one of them (for instance AN+1) is much denser than all the others, sothat it plays the role of a \background". This background is assumed to be distributedaccording to a �xed Maxwellian M . Then, we denote by f s � f s(t;x;v) the s{th one{particle distribution function (number density of particles which at time t and point xhave velocity v) of the remaining species As, s = 1; : : : ; N .We assume that f s satis�es the following rescaled (reactive) Boltzmann equation :� @f s@t + v � @f s@x = 1� QsEL(f s;M) + �p NXr=1 QsrEL(f s; f r) + �QsCH(f); (1)where QsEL and QsrEL denote the elastic Boltzmann kernels (de�ned precisely in next sec-tion) and QsCH denotes the reactive Boltzmann kernel (also de�ned in next section) whichdepends on the whole set f of densities. Finally, p can be any real number bigger or equalto 0.We study in this paper the limit � ! 0 and relate eq. (1) to systems of reaction-di�usion equations for the number densities �s, of the type :@�s@t � �s�x�s = �� (� �3�4 � �1�2); (2)where �s, � and � are constants which are computed in terms of the masses, link chemicalenergy, and cross sections of the Boltzmann kernels appearing in (1). Eq. (2) correspondsto the case when N = 4 and one binary reversible reaction only is considered.The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe in a precise way the var-ious kernels and we recall their main properties (conservations, H-theorem, etc.). Then,we detail in section 3 the formal computation allowing to recover the reaction-di�usionsystem (2) from the (rescaled) kinetic equation (1). For pedagogical reasons, we �rstperform the computation in the so-called Maxwell molecules case (subsection 3.1), beforetreating general cross sections (subsection 3.2). Section 4 is devoted to various extensions,2



including more complex chemistry than just binary reversible reactions, reactions involv-ing the background, gases having degrees of internal energy, treatment of the boundaries.Finally, we prove in a mathematically rigorous way in section 5 that the convergence holdsin a special case in which the existence of solutions to the kinetic equation is known (thatis, when the equation is linear).2 Description of the (rescaled) kinetic modelWe recall here that we consider a mixture of N + 1 gases As, s = 1; : : : ; N + 1, and weassume that one of them (for instance AN+1) is much denser than all the other ones, sothat it plays the role of a \background". In the sequel, this background is assumed to bedistributed according to the reduced centered Maxwellian :M(v) = � 12��32 exp�� jvj22 � : (3)Without loss of generality we have set particle mass, number density and temperature ofthe background equal to 1, and mean velocity equal to 0.We denote by f s � f s(t;x;v) the s{th one{particle distribution function (numberdensity of molecules of the s-th species which at time t and point x have velocity v)of the remaining species As, s = 1; : : : ; N , while the symbol f will stand for the vec-tor (f1; : : : ; fN). We assume that molecules of any species s can interact elastically bothwith the molecules of whatever other species r (including the case r = s), and with theparticles of the �xed background. Moreover, we shall also take into account a suitablebimolecular reversible chemical reaction of typeAs +Ar 
 Ah +Ak : (4)We shall assume the direct reaction to be endothermic, in the sense that it provides anincrease of chemical energy. For this physical situation, the extended set of Boltzmannequations reads as@f s@t + v � @f s@x = QsEL(f s;M) + NXr=1 QsrEL(f s; f r) +QsCH(f); s = 1; : : : ; N : (5)In this formula, the operators QsEL(f s;M) and QsrEL(f s; f r) represent the net productionof particles s (with velocity v) due to elastic collisions with the background and with thespecies r, respectively, while the operator QsCH(f) stands for the net gain of molecules sdue to chemical reactions.The bi{species elastic collision operator for the species s and r takes the formQsrEL(f s; f r)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 Bsr(v � v�; !̂) hf s(v0)f r(v0�)� f s(v)f r(v�)i dv� d!̂: (6)3



Here, (v;v�) stand for the pre{collision velocities, while (v0;v0�) stand for the post{collisionones. Taking into account the conservations of momentum and of kinetic energy, (v0;v0�)can be expressed in terms of (v;v�) and of the unit vector !̂ 2 S2 as :v0 = msms +mr v + mrms +mr v� + mrms +mr jv � v�jT!̂� v� v�jv� v�j� ;v0� = msms +mr v + mrms +mr v� � msms +mr jv� v�jT!̂� v� v�jv� v�j� ; (7)where ms denotes the particle mass of the species s, and T!̂ denotes the symmetry withrespect to !̂? : T!̂y = y� 2 (!̂ � y) !̂ : (8)The function Bsr in (6) stands for the so{called di�erential cross section multiplied by therelative speed, and it depends on the impact parameter of the collision and the modulusof the relative velocity of the incoming particles (that is, ��� v�v�jv�v�j � !̂��� and jv � v�j).The linear Boltzmann collision operator QsEL(f s;M), which involves only one speciesAstogether with the background, can be obtained as particular case of the general bi-specieselastic operator (6), by replacing the distribution function f r by the Maxwellian M :QsEL(f s;M)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 Bs(v� v�; !̂)hf s(v0)M(v0�)� f s(v)M(v�)i dv� d!̂: (9)The expressions of (v0;v0�) are again (7) with 1 instead of mr, and Bs depends onlyon ��� v�v�jv�v�j � !̂��� and jv� v�j.Considering now a chemical reaction of the typeAl +Ar 
 Ah +Ak ; (10)the total mass is conserved, so we have m := ml +mr = mh +mk. We assume the directreaction to be endothermic, thus, if Es denotes the energy of chemical link of the species s,we have �Ehklr = Eh + Ek � El � Er � 0. Bearing in mind conservation of total (kineticplus chemical) energy, to a variation of chemical energy there corresponds an oppositevariation of kinetic energy. As a consequence, contrary to elastic collisions, the relativespeed varies during a chemical reaction. More precisely, with reference to the processAl +Ar ! Ah + Ak with (v;v�) standing for the velocities of the ingoing particles (l; r),the post{collision velocities are such that :jv0 � v0�j = jvhklr � v�hklr j = � �lr�hk �jv� v�j2 � 2�Ehklr�lr �� 12 ; (11)where �lr, �hk are the reduced masses �lr = (mlmr)=m, �hk = (mhmk)=m. So, a thresholde�ect arises in the endothermic reaction : this reaction cannot happen in case of insuf-�cient impinging kinetic energy, namely if jv � v�j2 < 2�Ehklr�lr . Taking into account the4



conservation of momentum, the velocities after collision are provided byv0 = vhklr = �l v + �r v� + �k � �lr�hk �jv � v�j2 � 2�Ehklr�lr �� 12 T!̂ � v � v�jv� v�j� ;v0� = v�hklr = �l v + �r v� � �h � �lr�hk �jv� v�j2 � 2�Ehklr�lr �� 12 T!̂ � v � v�jv � v�j� ;(12)where �l = ml=m, �r = mr=m, etc.The net production of molecules l due to the reaction (10) is given byQlCH(f)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 H �jv� v�j2 � 2�Ehklr�lr � Bhklr (v� v�; !̂)� h� �lr�hk�3 fh(vhklr )fk(v�hklr )� f l(v)f r(v�)i dv� d!̂; (13)where H denotes the unit step function :H(x) = � 1 if x � 0;0 if x < 0;and Bhklr depends only on ��� v�v�jv�v� j � !̂��� and jv � v�j. Since the di�erential cross sectionshave to satisfy the indistinguishableness conditionBhklr (v � v�; !̂) = Bkhrl (v� v�; !̂);the chemical operator for the species r may be obtained from (13) simply by permutationsof indices :QrCH(f)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 H �jv� v�j2 � 2�Ehklr�lr � Bhklr (v� v�; !̂)� h� �lr�hk�3 fk(vkhrl )fh(v�khrl )� f r(v)f l(v�)i dv� d!̂ (14)where (vkhrl ;v�khrl ) are provided by (12) by exchanging the indices l$ r, h$ k. On theother hand, QhCH(f) is a bit di�erent because the reverse exothermic reaction can occurwhatever pre{collision relative speed is, so that we do not need a unit step function inthe integrand :QhCH(f)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 Blrhk(v � v�; !̂) h��hk�lr �3 f l(vlrhk)f r(v�lrhk)� fh(v)fk(v�)i dv� d!̂;(15)5



where the function Blrhk is related to Bhklr by the so{called \microreversibility condition" :jv� v�j Bhklr (v� v�; !̂) = ��hk�lr �2 jvhklr � v�hklr j Blrhk(vhklr � v�hklr ; !̂):Finally, QkCH(f) can be cast as (15) with obvious permutations of indices :QkCH(f)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 Blrhk(v� v�; !̂)h��hk�lr �3 f r(vrlkh)f l(v�rlkh)� fk(v)fh(v�)idv� d!̂:(16)In the sequel, we shall also use the weak forms of the elastic and chemical collisionoperators. For the bi-species elastic operator QsrEL(f s; f r), it can be shown (by meansof simple changes of variables) that for each function 's(v) with suitable properties ofintegrability :ZR3 's(v)QsrEL(f s; f r)(v) dv == ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 Bsr(v� v�; !̂) h's(v0)� 's(v)if s(v)f r(v�) dv dv� d!̂; (17)or, in equivalent form,ZR3 's(v)QsrEL(f s; f r)(v) dv == � 12 ZR3ZR3ZS2Bsr(v� v�; !̂) h's(v0)� 's(v)ihf s(v0)f r(v0�)� f s(v)f r(v�)idv dv� d!̂:(18)We have the same formulas for the linear operator QsEL(f s;M) :ZR3 's(v)QsEL(f s;M)(v) dv == � 12 ZR3ZR3ZS2Bs(v� v�; !̂) h's(v0)� 's(v)ihf s(v0)M(v0�)� f s(v)M(v�)i dv dv� d!̂:(19)In particular, taking 's(v) = 1 in (17) and (19) yields the conservation of number densityfor each species :ZR3QsrEL(f s; f r)(v) dv = 0; ZR3QsEL(f s;M)(v) dv = 0: (20)On the other hand, for the chemical operators corresponding to the reaction (10), it can beproven [15] that if we denote by K lCH(v;v�; !̂) the whole integrand of (13), the following6



relations hold :ZR3'l(v)QlCH(f)(v) dv = ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 'l(v)K lCH(v;v�; !̂) dv dv� d!̂;ZR3'r(v)QrCH(f)(v) dv = ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 'r(v�)K lCH(v;v�; !̂) dv dv� d!̂;ZR3'h(v)QhCH(f)(v) dv = �ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 'h(vhklr )K lCH (v;v�; !̂) dv dv� d!̂;ZR3'k(v)QkCH(f)(v) dv = �ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 'k(v�hklr )K lCH (v;v�; !̂) dv dv� d!̂: (21)From now on, we shall study the set of Boltzmann equations (5) in a physical situationin which the �xed background is assumed denser than other species, the dominant rolein the evolution of each species s being played by the elastic collisions with backgroundparticles. We therefore study in detail the following rescaled Boltzmann equations :� @f s@t + v � @f s@x = 1� QsEL(f s;M) + �p NXr=1 QsrEL(f s; f r) + �QsCH(f) ; (22)with the power p � 0. Here, the main assumption is that the chemical kernel is of order �.By keeping any possible power p � 0, we only assume that the interspecies collisions aremuch less frequent than the collisions with the background. Since the chemical reactionsare very slow processes, and since we are interested in their time scale, we put the samescaling in front of the temporal derivative.We shall see that, in this regime dominated by the collisions with the background, the�nal macroscopic equations we shall build up are not inuenced by the particular scaling(that is, the power p) that we choose for the other bimolecular elastic encounters.For the dominant operator, that is the elastic linear one, the following dissipationestimate (H-theorem) holds [3] :ZR3 f s(v)M s(v) QsEL(f s;M)(v) dv � 0 ; (23)where M s(v) is the Maxwellian having the same macroscopic parameters (density, meanvelocity and temperature) as the background distribution (3), but involving the particlemass ms : M s(v) = �ms2�� 32 exp�� ms jvj22 � : (24)7



More precisely, by applying (19) with 's(v) = f s(v)=M s(v), we getZR3 f s(v)M s(v) QsEL(f s;M)(v) dv == �12 ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 Bs � f s(v0)M s(v0) � f s(v)M s(v)� hf s(v0)M(v0�)� f s(v)M(v�)idv dv� d!̂= �12 ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 Bs � f s(v0)M s(v0) � f s(v)M s(v)�2 M s(v)M(v�) dv dv� d!̂ � 0 : (25)Thanks to (25), as soon as Bs > 0 a.e., the equality in (23) holds if and only iff s(v) = �sM s(v), where �s corresponds to the number density of the gas As, and also ifand only if QsEL(f s;M) = 0. So, in our scaling, after an initial time layer (of duration �2),collisions force the distributions f s towards a Maxwellian con�guration.3 Formal derivation of reaction{di�usion equationsIn this section we focus our attention on a mixture of �ve gases, A1, A2, A3, A4, plus thebackground, that, besides all elastic collisions, can interact according to the bimolecularreversible chemical reaction A1 +A2 
 A3 +A4; (26)with the direct one endothermic.We show that in this case, at the formal level, the solution of eq. (22) converges to thesolution of a reaction-di�usion system like (2). In subsection 3.1, we concentrate on theMaxwell molecules case, in which all the constants can be computed. Then, we extendthe result to all kinds of cross sections in subsection 3.2.3.1 The Maxwell molecules caseIn this subsection, we assume that all cross sections are of Maxwell molecules type, whichmeans that the intermolecular forces are of \inverse power" kind, precisely proportionalto 1=d5, where d is the intermolecular distance. This assumption implies (Cf. [3]) thatthe di�erential cross sections (both the elastic and the chemical ones) depend only on theangle formed by !̂ and the relative velocity :Bs(v � v�; !̂) = ~Bs�����!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j����� ; Bsr(v� v�; !̂) = ~Bsr�����!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j����� ;B3412(v� v�; !̂) = ~B3412�����!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j����� : (27)For each species s = 1; : : : ; 4, let us consider the rescaled Boltzmann equation intro-duced in the previous section :� @f s�@t + v � @f s�@x = 1� QsEL(f s� ;M) + �p 4Xr=1 QsrEL(f s� ; f r� ) + �QsCH(f�) : (28)8



We �rst see that the linear elastic operator is the dominant one, in the sense thatQsEL(f s� ;M) = O(�): (29)But the linear operator Ls = QsEL( � ;M) is bounded, self{adjoint and Fredholm inL2(M�1(v) dv) (this is a consequence of the computations in [3] for example). More-over, according to the H-theorem (23), the spectrum of Ls is included in R�, and 0 is aneigenvalue of order 1 whose eigenvector is the function M s. As a consequence, f s� is aperturbation of order 1 of a collision equilibrium :f s� (t;x;v) = ns�(t;x)M s(v) + � ~gs� (t;x;v); (30)with ~gs� = O(1). Now, since �s� denotes the number density of the distribution function f s� ,i.e. �s� = ZR3 f s� (v) dv, by integrating the equality (30) we get :�s� = ns� + � ZR3 ~gs� (v) dv : (31)This allows to express ns� as �s� plus some O(�) perturbation. By inserting this resultinto (30) we obtain :f s� = ��s� � �ZR3 ~gs� (v) dv�M s + � ~gs� = �s� M s + � gs� ; (32)where gs� stands for gs� = ~gs� �M s ZR3 ~gs� (v) dvand obviously ful�lls the constraintZR3 gs� (v) dv = 0 :Let us now write down the macroscopic evolution equations for the number densityand for the mean velocity starting from the kinetic equation (28).Integrating (28) over the velocity variable, that is multiplying (28) by the weightfunction 's(v) = 1, we get :� @@t ZR3 f s� (v) dv + @@x � ZR3 v f s� (v) dv = �ZR3QsCH(f�)(v) dv ; (33)where the conservation of mass (20) for elastic collisions has been used.Then, multiplying (28) by 's(v) = v, we get :� @@t ZR3 v f s� (v) dv + @@x � ZR3(v
 v) f s� (v) dv == 1� ZR3 vQsEL(f s� ;M)(v) dv+ �p 4Xr=1 ZR3 vQsrEL(f s� ; f r� )(v) dv+ �ZR3 vQsCH(f�)(v) dv :(34)9



Let us compute the collision contribution due to the dominant operator (the linearelastic one). From formulas (7), we get :v0 � v = � 2ms + 1 jv� v�j�!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j� !̂:So, bearing in mind the Maxwell molecule assumption (27), the angular integration in theweak form (17) relevant to 's(v) = v providesZS2 Bs(v � v�; !̂)(v0 � v) d!̂ == � 2ms + 1 jv� v�j ZS2 ~Bs�����!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j����� �!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j� !̂ d!̂ == � �s (v� v�) : (35)Performing the integral above in polar coordinates, we get for the constant �s the value :�s = 4�ms + 1 Z �0 ~Bs(cos �) cos2 � sin � d� :Finally, we obtain ZR3 vQsEL(f s� ;M)(v) dv = � �s ZR3 v f s� (v) dv: (36)This last integral also appears in eq. (33) for number density, hence we can \insert" themomentum equation (34) into (33), ending up with :@@t ZR3 f s� (v) dv + @@x ��� ��s @@t ZR3 v f s� (v) dv� 1�s @@x � ZR3(v 
 v) f s� (v) dv+ �p�s 4Xr=1 ZR3 vQsrEL(f s� ; f r� )(v) dv+ ��s ZR3 vQsCH(f�)(v) dv� = ZR3QsCH(f�)(v) dv(37)(all terms have been divided by �).At this point, let us recall that each distribution function f s� takes the form (32), thusat the leading order it coincides with a Maxwellian with number density �s�, zero meanvelocity and normalized temperature. ThereforeZR3v f s� (v) dv = O(�); ZR3(v
 v) f s� (v) dv = 1ms �s� I+O(�); (38)where I is the identity tensor. Moreover, since QsrEL(M s;M r) = 0, we see that the elasticcollision contributions on the left-hand side of (37) vanish (to the leading order) :ZR3 vQsrEL(f s� ; f r� )(v) dv = O(�): (39)10



Therefore, even in the case p = 0, eq. (37) does not contain this term among the O(1)contributions. Finally, following the strategy of [2], we compute the remaining chemicalterm (right-hand side of (37)). Note �rst that thanks to relations (21),ZR3QsCH(f�)(v) dv = �ZR3Q1CH(f�)(v) dvwith positive sign for s = 1; 2 and negative for s = 3; 4. Then, notice that whenf s� = �s� M s + O(�) for each s, the content of the square brackets in the chemical col-lision operator Q1CH(f�) becomes��12�34�3 f3� (v3412) f4� (v�3412)� f1� (v) f2� (v�) == 1(2�)3� (m1m2)3(m3m4) 32 �3� �4� exp �12 �m1jvj2 +m2jv�j2 �m3jv3412j2 �m4jv�3412j2��� (m1m2) 32 �1� �2�� exp �� 12 �m1jvj2 +m2jv�j2�� +O(�) :Taking into account the conservation of kinetic plus chemical energy, the argument of theexponential function inside the brackets reduces to �E3412. So, if we denote by�3412 = ZS2 ~B3412�����!̂ � v � v�jv� v�j����� d!̂;the sought chemical contribution results in :ZR3Q1CH(f�)(v) dv = �3412 (m1m2) 32(2�)3 "��12�34� 32 exp(�E3412) �3� �4� � �1� �2�#�ZR3 ZR3H �jv � v�j2 � 2�E3412�12 � exp �� 12 �m1jvj2 +m2jv�j2�� dv dv� +O(�) == �3412 2p� ��32 ;�E3412� "��12�34�32 exp(�E3412) �3� �4� � �1� �2�#+O(�); (40)where �(�; x) is the incomplete Euler gamma function (cf. [1]) :�(�; x) = Z 1x t��1 e�t dt :Finally, by inserting results (38), (39), (40) into the macroscopic equations (37), weobtain the set of approximated reaction{di�usion equations :@�s�@t � 1ms�s�x�s� = �s�3412 2p� ��32 ;�E3412� "��12�34�32 exp(�E3412) �3� �4� � �1� �2�#+O(�);(41)11



where �1 = �2 = ��3 = ��4 = 1.Of course, any limit point �s of the sequence �s� satis�es@�s@t � 1ms�s�x�s = �s�3412 2p� ��32 ;�E3412�"��12�34� 32 exp(�E3412)�3�4 � �1�2# : (42)Notice that the chemical contributions vanish only if the content of the square brack-ets involving �3 �4 and �1 �2 vanishes. This reproduces exactly the \mass action law"corresponding to chemical collision equilibria [15, 2].3.2 Case of general cross sectionsA system of reaction{di�usion equations like (42) can be derived from the rescaled ki-netic model (28) without the particular assumption (27) on the di�erential cross sec-tions. The procedure in this case is a bit di�erent from before, since the elastic contribu-tion ZR3vQsEL(f s� ;M)(v) dv is not directly computable in terms of the momentum of f s�as in (36).We �rst note that if Maxwell molecules are replaced by hard potentials or hard sphereswith cuto� (that is the usual assumption for rare�ed gases, Cf. [3]), it is still possible toresort to the spectral properties of the operator Ls. This operator is not bounded anymore,but it is still possible (Cf. [3]) to show that the solution to the rescaled equation (28) takesthe form (32) : f s� = �s�M s + � gs� ; (43)with gs� an O(1) function with vanishing number density. Inserting this formula into themacroscopic equation (33), we get :@�s�@t + @@x � ZR3 v gs� (v) dv = ZR3QsCH(f�)(v) dv : (44)In order to express the streaming contribution in terms of the number density, we needmore information about the correction gs� . By inserting the expression (43) into the kineticequation (28), we obtain that gs� is solution toQsEL(gs� ;M)(v) = v � @@x��s� M s�+O(�) : (45)Let us de�ne the function gs1 as the solution to the problemQsEL(gs1;M)(v) = vM s(v); (46)ful�lling the constraint ZR3 gs1(v) dv = 0 : (47)12



According to the spectral properties of Ls (and still for hard potentials or hard spheres),the property ZR3 vM s(v) dv = 0implies that the linear problem (46) has a unique solution (Cf. [3, 6]), apart from aconstant that is univocally determined by the constraint (47). By comparing the twoequations (45) and (46), and bearing in mind that gs� has zero number density, we havegs� = @�s�@x � gs1 +O(�) : (48)We now give standard information for the problem (46). Notice that for each isome-try R 2 O(R3), QsEL(R � gs1;M) = R �QsEL(gs1;M): (49)Moreover, as extensively discussed in [11], it can be shown (by means of suitable changesof variables) that for all R 2 O(R3),QsEL(gs1 �R;M)(v) = QsEL(gs1;M)(Rv): (50)Recalling eq. (46), the right-hand side of (50) can be rewritten asQsEL(gs1;M)(Rv) = (Rv)M s(v) = R �QsEL(gs1;M)(v): (51)Thus �nally, collecting equalities (49), (50), (51) we haveQsEL(R � gs1;M) = QsEL(gs1 �R;M):Then, thanks to the uniqueness of the solution to the problemQsEL(z;M)(v) = (Rv)M s(v) with ZR3 z(v) dv = 0;we see that R(gs1(v)) = gs1(Rv); 8R 2 O(R3): (52)This allows to conclude (see Lemma 3 of [11]) that the unknown function gs1 takes theform gs1(v) = �hs(jvj)v ; (53)where the function hs depends only on the modulus of v. By substituting this resultinto (48), the streaming contribution in the macroscopic equation (44) turns out to be@@x � ZR3 v gs� (v) dv = � 3Xi;j=1 @@xi @�s�@xj ZR3 hs(jvj) vi vj dv+O(�) == ��x ��s� ZR3 hs(jvj) jvj23 dv�+O(�): (54)13



Note that the di�usion coe�cient, which from now on will be denoted by �s, is actuallystrictly positive : �s = 13 ZR3 hs(jvj) jvj2 dv = � 13 ZR3 gs1(v) � v dv= � 13 ZR3 gs1(v)M s(v) �QsEL(gs1;M)(v) dv(where the last equality follows from (46)), and a computation analogous to (25) showsthat the right-hand side is strictly positive (since gs1 is not a Maxwellian).The evaluation of the chemical contributions appearing in (44) does not involve sub-stantial complications with respect to the previous subsection. Of course, for non Maxwellmolecules, the integration over the angular variable does not yield a constant, thereforethe �nal result cannot be completely explicit. Precisely, the reaction{di�usion system canbe cast as@�s@t ��s�x�s = �sK(m1;m2;�E3412) "��12�34�32 exp(�E3412) �3 �4 � �1 �2# ; (55)where the coe�cient K(m1;m2;�E3412) stands forK(m1;m2;�E3412) = (m1m2) 32(2�)3 ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 H �jv � v�j2 � 2�E3412�12 �B3412(v� v�; !̂)� exp �� 12 �m1jvj2 +m2jv�j2�� dv dv� d!̂ : (56)4 ExtensionsIn this section, we shall extend the formal derivation of reaction{di�usion equations de-scribed in section 3 to some more complicated physical situations. We shall systematicallyfocus our attention on the di�erences with respect to section 3.4.1 Chemical reactions involving the backgroundThe derivation of equations of reaction{di�usion type starting from the kinetic model (22)can be extended to di�erent kinds of chemical reactions. In particular, particles of the �xedbackground may be involved in chemical interactions, with considerable consequences onthe chemical terms of the relevant reaction{di�usion equations. This subsection will bemainly devoted to two examples. In the �rst one, we shall consider a bimolecular reversiblereaction analogous to (26) but in which one of the species is the background. Then, inthe second one, we shall investigate a non{reversible reaction. These two situations arechosen only for illustrative purposes, and obviously do not span the whole range of possibleinteractions. 14



4.1.1 A reversible reaction involving the backgroundWe consider a mixture of four gases, A1, A2, A3 plus the background B whose particlesare taken with unitary mass and with vanishing energy of chemical link. These speciescan interact, besides elastic encounters, according toA1 +A2
 A3 +B : (57)This chemical reaction is assumed reversible, and the conservation of total mass impliesthat particle masses are such that m1 + m2 = m3 + 1 = m. If the direct reactionis endothermic, the structure of the chemical collision operators QsCH for s = 1; 2; 3 isvery similar to (13){(15), only with the �xed Maxwellian M replacing the distributionfunction fk :Q1CH(f)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 H �jv� v�j2 � 2�E312�12 � B3B12 (v� v�; !̂)� h� �12�3B�3 f3(v3B12 )M(v�3B12 )� f1(v) f2(v�)i dv� d!̂ : (58)Then, Q2CH can be obtained by means of suitable permutations of indices, and analo-gously Q3CH , recalling that in the reverse exothermic reaction the unit step function Hdisappears. The weak forms of such chemical operators can be cast analogously to (21) :ZR3 '1(v)Q1CH(f)(v) dv = ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 '1(v)K1CH(v;v�; !̂) dv dv� d!̂;ZR3 '2(v)Q2CH(f)(v) dv = ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 '2(v�)K1CH (v;v�; !̂) dv dv� d!̂;ZR3 '3(v)Q3CH(f)(v) dv = �ZR3 ZR3 ZS2 '3(v3B12 )K1CH (v;v�; !̂) dv dv� d!̂; (59)where K1CH (v;v�; !̂) denotes the integrand of (58). Notice that, contrary to the classicalchemical reactions of type (10), in the present chemical frame involving also backgroundparticles, we lose conservation of total number density and of momentum, in the sensethat : 3Xs=1 ZR3QsCH(f)(v) dv 6= 0 ; 3Xs=1 ZR3ms vQsCH(f)(v) dv 6= 0 : (60)In fact, during each direct chemical reaction (57), a part of the ingoing mass and momen-tum is absorbed by the �xed background, thus it disappears from our considered system;on the other hand, in the reverse reaction, the background causes a gain of mass andmomentum to the system. We would reobtain the classical conservation laws if the back-ground were not assumed �xed, and its evolution were governed by a kinetic Boltzmannequation. 15



For the present physical situation, if we rescale the Boltzmann equation as in (22), thenthe procedure described in section 3 yields the following reaction{di�usion equations :@�s@t ��s�x�s = �sK(m1;m2;�E312)"� �12�3B� 32 exp(�E312) �3 � �1 �2# ; s = 1; 2; 3(61)with �1 = �2 = ��3 = 1, and the coe�cient K given in (56). Note that the �rst partof the term inside the square brackets presents only a linear dependence on the unknown�eld �3, since the partner of the gas A3 in the chemical reaction is the �xed background.If the background had been involved in both sides of the chemical reaction, for instanceA1 + B 
 A2 + B, we would have ended up with a completely linear reaction{di�usionsystem. This system will be extensively discussed from a mathematical point of view insection 5.4.1.2 An irreversible reaction involving three species in the products of re-actionLet us now describe the evolution of a mixture of �ve gases, As, s = 1; : : : ; 4, plus thebackground B, undergoing mechanical encounters and the following irreversible chemicalreaction : A1 +A2 �! A3 +A4 +B : (62)This means that a collision between two particles of the species A1, A2 may give rise tothree particles, of species A3, A4 and B respectively, but the reverse phenomenon cannothappen. Consequently, the chemical operators relevant to species A1, A2 will consist onlyof a loss term, since each chemical reaction causes a loss of a particle 1 and of a particle 2,while, on the other hand, the chemical operators relevant to species A3, A4 shall take intoaccount only gain of molecules. Since the reaction is not reversible, in this part of thepaper it is convenient to change a bit the notations : we shall denote by B the scatteringkernel, the vectors (v1;v2) shall stand for the velocities of the ingoing particles (A1; A2),and (v3;v4;vB) for the velocities of the outgoing particles (A3; A4; B). Conservation oftotal mass implies that m1 +m2 = m3 +m4 + 1 = m, while conservations of momentumand total energy write as m1v1 +m2v2 = m3v3 +m4v4 + vB ; (63)12 m1jv1j2 + E1 + 12 m2jv2j2 + E2 = 12 m3jv3j2 + E3 + 12 m4jv4j2 + E4 + 12 jvBj2: (64)If we assume the reaction (62) exothermic, the chemical operator for the species 1 reads asQ1CH(f)(v1) = �ZD1 B(v1;v2;v3;v4;vB) f1(v1) f2(v2) dv2 dv3 dv4 dvB; (65)16



where D1 denotes the set of all vectors (v2;v3;v4;vB) such that the constraints (63)and (64) are ful�lled. Thus, unlike the classical quintuple integral operator (13), in thepresent frame the quantity B is a distribution with an 8-dimensional support (twelvecomponents of the vector (v2;v3;v4;vB) minus four constraints). This is due to the factthat with respect to the classical reaction A1+A2 �! A3+A4, we have here three moreadditional free parameters : the components of the background velocity vB. The operatorfor the species 2 is analogous, but now we have to integrate over the velocity variable v1instead of v2 :Q2CH(f)(v2) = �ZD2 B(v1;v2;v3;v4;vB) f1(v1) f2(v2) dv1 dv3 dv4 dvB; (66)where D2 contains the vectors (v1;v3;v4;vB) ful�lling the equalities (63) and (64). Thecorresponding operators for species 3 and 4 have the same structure but the opposite sign,since each chemical reaction causes a gain of two particles (A3; A4) :Q3CH(f)(v3) = ZD3 B(v1;v2;v3;v4;vB) f1(v1) f2(v2) dv1 dv2 dv4 dvB; (67)Q4CH(f)(v4) = ZD4 B(v1;v2;v3;v4;vB) f1(v1) f2(v2) dv1 dv2 dv3 dvB; (68)with obvious meaning for the sets D3, D4.For this irreversible chemical reaction, the reaction{di�usion equations following fromthe rescaled Boltzmann equations (22) are :@�s@t ��s�x�s = ��sK �1 �2; (69)with �1 = �2 = ��3 = ��4 = 1, and the coe�cient K standing for :K = (m1m2) 32(2�)3 ZR3 ZD1 B(v1;v2;v3;v4;vB) exp �� 12 �m1jv1j2 +m2jv2j2��dv1 dv2 dv3 dv4 dvB : (70)4.2 Gases with internal energyIt is possible to build up a reactive kinetic model of Boltzmann type which also takesinto account the internal energy of the species. This is achieved for example in [14]with a discrete set of internal energies. It is also achieved in [12] assuming that for eachspecies As, the distribution function f s depends (besides on time, position and velocity)on a continuous internal energy parameter I which varies in R+.The incoming energy corresponding to an elastic encounter between two moleculesAs, Ar with velocity and internal energy (v; I) and (v�; I�) respectively is :E = 12 ms jvj2 + 12 mr jv�j2 + I + I� :17



Then, a proportion 1 � R (with R 2 [0; 1]) of this energy is attributed to the internalenergy of the outgoing molecules, in the sense thatI 0 + I 0� = (1�R) E :This internal energy is distributed to the two particles according toI 0 = r (1�R) E ; I 0� = (1� r) (1 �R) E ;with r 2 [0; 1]. This procedure is sometimes called \Borgnakke{Larsen model". Thereforethe kinetic energy of the outgoing molecules is R E, and as a consequence the post{collisionvelocities are provided by the relations :v0 = msms +mr v + mrms +mr v� + mrms +mr s2RE�sr T!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j� ;v0� = msms +mr v + mrms +mr v� � msms +mr s2RE�sr T!̂� v� v�jv� v�j� : (71)The non{reactive Boltzmann collision operator for this physical situation is given by [12] :QsrEL(f s; f r)(v; I) = ZD hf s(v0; I 0) f r(v0�; I 0�)� f s(v; I) f r(v�; I�)i�Bsr(v;v�; I; I�; R; r; !̂) (1�R)jv � v�j s(I) dv� dI� dR dr d!̂ (72)where D = fv� 2 R3; I� � 0; r;R 2 [0; 1]; !̂ 2 S2g, and  s(I) dI is a nonnegativemeasure which is a parameter of the model.Analogous considerations allow to also build up the chemical scattering operatorscorresponding to the chemical reaction A1+A2
 A3+A4. Skipping further details, thereactive collision kernel for the species 1 is de�ned (Cf. [12]) as :Q1CH(f)(v; I) ==ZDH1"��12�34�3f3 �1v + �2v�+ �4s 2�34�RE��E34126 �T!̂� v� v�jv� v�j� ; (1�R)rE��E34126 !�f4 �1v + �2v� � �3s 2�34 �RE��E34126 �T!̂ � v� v�jv� v�j� ; (1 �R)(1� r)E � �E34126 !�f1(v; I)f2(v�; I�)#B3412(v;v�; I; I�; R; r; !̂) (1�R)(m1m2)2jv� v�j 1(I) dv� dI� dR dr d!̂;(73)where the unit step function H1 takes into account the threshold e�ects involved in theendothermic direct reaction. The operators Q2CH , Q3CH , Q4CH , not reported here for thesake of brevity, present a similar structure.18



It is worth remarking that the Maxwellian collision equilibrium of the elastic oper-ator also depends on the internal energy I. More precisely, the solution to the equa-tion P4r=1QsrEL(f s; f r) = 0 turns out to be (Cf. [12]) :f s(v; I) = �sqs(T ) � ms2� T� 32 exp�� 1T �ms jv� uj22 + I�� ;where u, T are the mean velocity and the global temperature of the mixture, and qs (asa function of 1=T ) is the Laplace transform of  s :qs(T ) = Z +10  s(I) e�I=T dI :The derivation of reaction{di�usion equations outlined in section 3 may be performedeven starting from this model. The chemical contribution appearing in the resultingequations has already been discussed, in the context of hydrodynamic equations, in [12],to which the reader is addressed for further details. The �nal reaction{di�usion system is@�s@t ��s�x�s = �sK " �3�4q3(1)q4(1) ���34�12�32 exp(��E3412) �1�2q1(1)q2(1)# ; (74)where the coe�cient K stands forK = (m3m4) 32(2�)3 ZD0 exp �� �12 m3jv3412j2 + I 0 + 12 m4jv�3412j2 + I 0����B1234(v3412;v�3412; I 0; I 0�; R0; r0; !̂) (1 �R0)(m3m4)2jv3412 � v�3412j dv3412 dv�3412 dI 0 dI 0� dR0 dr0 d!̂ ;(75)and where D0 = fv3412;v�3412 2 R3; I 0; I 0� 2 R+; r0; R0 2 [0; 1]; !̂ 2 S2g.4.3 Boundary and initial conditionsIn this subsection, we explain what happens when the gases are con�ned in a domain
 of R3. We also comment on the initial condition, noting that it is not necessarilycompatible with the macroscopic equation. We start again from equation (28) :� @f s�@t + v � @f s�@x = 1� QsEL(f s� ;M) + �p 4Xr=1 QsrEL(f s� ; f r� ) + �QsCH(f�) ;but we now assume that x lives in a regular open set 
 of R3, and that the densities f s�satisfy the specular reection boundary condition :8 t > 0; x 2 @
; v 2 R3; f s� (t;x;v) = f s� (t;x; Rv); (76)where Rv = v� 2 (v � n̂(x)) n̂(x);19



and n̂(x) is the outward normal vector to @
 at point x. Finally, we introduce the initialdatum 8 x 2 
; v 2 R3; f s� (0;x;v) = f s0 (x;v); (77)where f s0 (x;v) does not depend on �.Then, we rewrite formula (37) in a weak form, using a smooth test function  �  (t;x)having a compact support in [0;+1[�
 :�Z +10 Z
 ZR3 f s� (t;x;v) @ @t (t;x) dt dx dv� Z
 ZR3 f s� (0;x;v) (0;x) dx dv+ 1� Z +10 Z@
 ZR3(v � n̂(x)) f s� (t;x;v) (t;x) dt dx dv+ 1�s �� � Z +10 Z
 ZR3 v f s� (t;x;v) � @@t @@x (t;x) dt dx dv� �Z
 ZR3 v f s� (0;x;v) � @@x (0;x) dx dv+Z +10 Z@
 ZR3(v � n̂(x))v f s� (t;x;v) � @@x (t;x) dt dx dv�Z +10 Z
 ZR3(v 
 v) f s� (t;x;v) : @@x @@x (t;x) dt dx dv� �p 4Xr=1 Z +10 Z
 ZR3 vQsrEL(f s� ; f r� )(t;x;v) � @@x (t;x) dt dx dv� � Z +10 Z
 ZR3 vQsCH(f�)(t;x;v) � @@x (t;x) dt dx dv�= Z +10 Z
 ZR3QsCH(f�)(t;x;v) (t;x) dt dx dv:
(78)

Using the boundary condition (76), we see that ZR3(v � n̂(x)) f s� (t;x;v) dv = 0, so thatthe third term in the above equation is cancelled.Then, passing to the limit in (78), and remembering that at �rst order f s� (t;x;v) ��s(t;x)M s(v), we get�Z +10 Z
 �s(t;x) @ @t (t;x) dt dx� Z
 ZR3 f s0 (x;v) (0;x) dx dv+ 1�s Z +10 Z@
 ZR3(v � n̂(x))v �s(t;x)M s(v) � @@x (t;x) dt dx dv� 1ms�s Z +10 Z
 �s(t;x)�x (t;x) dt dx= Z +10 Z
 ZR3QsCH��(t;x)M(v)� (t;x) dt dx dv: (79)20



We now observe that ZR3(v � n̂(x))vM s(v) dv = 1ms n̂(x);and that the last term in (79) is given by (40). As a consequence, (79) is nothing but theweak formulation of the reaction-di�usion (42) together with the initial datum�s(0;x) = ZR3 f s0 (x;v) dv;and the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition8x 2 @
; @@x�s(t;x) � n̂(x) = 0:Note that whenever f s0 (x;v) is not a Maxwellian function of the variable v, then there isthe formation of an initial layer.4.4 Di�erent scaling for di�erent chemical reactionsFinally, it is possible to extend the derivation of reaction{di�usion systems to physicalsituations involving chemical reactions which occur with rates having di�erent orders ofmagnitude.If we add a chain of n slower chemical reactions to the rescaled Boltzmann equa-tions (22) :� @f s�@t + v � @f s�@x = 1� QsEL(f s� ;M) + �p NXr=1 QsrEL(f s� ; f r� ) + �QsCH(f�) + �2 nXi=1 �QsCH(f�)�i(80)(where �QsCH(f�)�i denotes the net production due to the chemical reaction i), obviouslythe additional chemical operators do not inuence the �nal reaction{di�usion equations,which retain only the O(�) terms. On the other hand, interesting modi�cations arise ifone (or more) chemical reaction becomes faster than in the scaling (22), for instance O(1)instead of O(�), and this will be the main subject of this subsection.We consider for example a mixture of eight gases, As, s = 1; : : : ; 7, plus the back-ground, undergoing the following two reversible chemical reactions :A1 +A2
 A3 +A4 ; (81a)A1 +A5 
 A6 +A7 : (81b)In our regime dominated by the elastic collisions with the background (of order 1=�), weassume that the reaction (81a) is O(1) as the streaming operator, while the reaction (81b)21



remains slow (O(�)) as the temporal derivative. Thus, the rescaled kinetic equationsread as� @f s�@t + v � @f s�@x = 1� QsEL(f s� ;M) + �p 7Xr=1 QsrEL(f s� ; f r� ) + �QsCH(f�)�a + ��QsCH(f�)�b;(82)where �QsCH(f�)�a and �QsCH(f�)�b denote the chemical terms corresponding to the re-actions (81a) and (81b) respectively. Since we still have QsEL(f s� ;M) = O(�), the distri-bution functions are again perturbations of Maxwellian distributions : f s� = �s� M s + � gs�with gs� = O(1). If we assume that the intermolecular forces are of Maxwell moleculestype, in the present scaling the equation (37), obtained inserting the momentum equationinto the number density equation, becomes@@t ZR3 f s� (v) dv+ @@x ��� ��s @@t ZR3 v f s� (v) dv � 1�s @@x � ZR3(v 
 v) f s� (v) dv+ �p�s 7Xr=1ZR3vQsrEL(f s� ; f r� )(v) dv + 1�sZR3v�QsCH(f�)�a(v) dv + ��sZR3v�QsCH(f�)�b(v) dv)== 1� ZR3 �QsCH(f�)�a(v) dv + ZR3 �QsCH(f�)�b(v) dv : (83)The �rst chemical contribution on the right-hand side is the dominant term :ZR3 �QsCH(f�)�a(v) dv = O(�):This implies that the leading order of such contribution, given explicitly in (40), has tovanish, hence the number densities of the four species A1, A2, A3, A4 ful�ll�1� �2��3� �4� = ��12�34� 32 exp(�E3412) +O(�) ; (84)that represents the mass action law for the chemical collision equilibrium correspondingto the reaction (81a). So, since the number densities �1� , �2� , �3� , �4� are related by the con-straint (84), their evolution is completely described by means of only three independentbalance equations. We shall choose as independent variables �1�+�3� , �2�+�3� , �2�+�4� , butany combination of them could be used equivalently. The corresponding evolution equa-tions are provided by summing up the eqs. (83) relevant to the species (1; 3), (2; 3), (2; 4),respectively. Notice that, thanks to some parity arguments, both elastic and chemicalterms on the left-hand side of (83) do not yield O(1) contributions.Moreover, bearing in mind the weak forms (21), we haveZR3��Q1CH(f�)�a(v) + �Q3CH(f�)�a(v)� dv = 0 ;22



and analogously for the species (2; 3) and (2; 4). In conclusion, the reaction{di�usionsystem corresponding to the kinetic model (82) can be cast as�1 �2�3 �4 = ��12�34�32 exp(�E3412);@@t(�1 + �3)� 1m1�1 �x�1 � 1m3�3 �x�3 == �6715 2p� ��32 ;�E6715� "��15�67�32 exp(�E6715) �6 �7 � �1 �5# ;@@t(�2 + �3)� 1m2�2 �x�2 � 1m3�3 �x�3 = 0;@@t(�2 + �4)� 1m2�2 �x�2 � 1m4�4 �x�4 = 0;@�s@t � 1ms�s �x�s = �s �6715 2p� ��32 ;�E6715� "��15�67� 32 exp(�E6715) �6 �7 � �1 �5# ;(85)for s = 5; 6; 7, with �5 = ��6 = ��7 = 1. This is a set of seven independent macroscopicequations. The main di�erence with respect to previous subsections is the constraint (84),consistent with the fact that the relaxation to the equilibrium corresponding to (81a) isassumed faster than other scattering e�ects. Then, contributions relevant to the slowerreaction (81b) a�ect the evolution of the involved species s = 1; 5; 6; 7 as in the eqs. (42).4.5 RemarksIn this subsection, we indicate some possibilities of di�erent (but related) scalings.1. We �rst notice that the Maxwellian (3) used as background distribution could haveits macroscopic parameters di�erent from � = 1, T = 1. Note however that it isnot possible to take a mean velocity u di�erent from 0, except if this velocity is oforder �. In this last case, we expect the appearance in the macroscopic equations ofconvection terms involving this velocity.2. One other possibility is that one of the parameters occurring in the chemical kernels,for example the exchanged energy of chemical link �E3412 or some masses (typicallyif one of the species is electrons while others are ions or molecules), be rescaled.This can change the macroscopic equations (Cf. [7], [8] for scalings involving verydi�erent masses). 23



5 Mathematical results in the linear caseIn this section, we consider a mixture of three gases, A1, A2 plus the background B, thatcan interact according to the following reversible chemical reaction :A1 +B 
 A2 +B : (86)The kinetic chemical operators corresponding to this reaction present a linear dependenceon the distribution functions f1, f2, since in each reaction the partner molecule belongsto the �xed background, with Maxwellian distribution (3). More precisely, if we assumethe direct reaction endothermic, we haveQ1CH(f)(v) = ZR3 ZS2 H �jv� v�j2 � 2�E21�1B � B2B1B(v � v�; !̂)� hf2(v2B1B)M(v�2B1B)� f1(v)M(v�)i dv� d!̂ ; (87)where �E21 = E2 � E1. Notice that, thanks to the conservation of total mass in thereaction (86), m1 = m2, and consequently the factor (appearing in (58)) which involves theratio between reduced masses is unitary in the present frame. The operator Q2CH(f) canbe obtained by permutating the indices in (87), and recalling that the reverse exothermicreaction does not need a threshold. For any species s = 1; 2, in the sequel we shall neglectelastic collisions with particles of whatever species r = 1; 2, since in our scaling theseelastic encounters do not inuence the �nal macroscopic reaction{di�usion equations.Thus, the rescaled Boltzmann equation we shall deal with is� @f s�@t + v � @f s�@x = 1� QsEL(f s� ;M) + �QsCH(f�); s = 1; 2: (88)We shall treat from a mathematical point of view the di�usive limit �! 0 of this linearkinetic problem, with initial conditionsf s� (0;x;v) = f s0(x;v) 2 L2�R3� �R3; dvM s(v)�� ; (89)and under the Maxwell molecules assumptions (27) on the cross sections.We prove theTheorem 1 :Let f s� be the unique solution of eq. (88), (89) in L1�R+;L2 �R3� �R3; dvMs(v)���,where QsCH is given by (87), QsEL is de�ned by (9), and the cross sections in QsCH , QsELsatisfying the Maxwell molecules assumption (27). When � goes to 0, f s� converges inL1�R+;L2 �R3� �R3; dvMs(v)��� weak * towards �s(t;x)M s(v), where �s is the uniquesolution (in L1(R+;L2(R3))) of the reaction-di�usion system@�s@t � 1ms�s �x�s = ��s�2B1B 2p� ��32 ;�E21� h exp(�E21) �2(t;x)� �1(t;x)i; (90)24



�s(0;x) = ZR3 f s0 (x;v) dv;with �1 = ��2 = 1.Proof of theorem 1 : Note �rst that the existence and uniqueness of a solutionto eq. (88), (89) in L1�R+;L2 �R3� �R3; dvMs(v)��� is a direct consequence of Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem (once one has made the change of variable (x;v)! (x+v t;v) relatedto the characteristics of the free transport) since both elastic and chemical collision kernelsare bounded in L2�R3; dvMs(v)� (as operators on functions acting on the variable v only).We now recall the main a priori estimate (directly related to the H-theorem) foreq. (88), (89). For a smooth enough test function 's(t;x;v), we multiply the s{th equa-tion (88) by 's and then integrate on [0; T ]�R3�R3. We obtain�Z T0 ZR3 ZR3's @f s�@t dt dx dv + Z T0 ZR3 ZR3 's v � @f s�@x dt dx dv == 1� Z T0 ZR3 ZR3 'sQsEL(f s� ;M) dt dx dv + � Z T0 ZR3 ZR3'sQsCH(f�) dt dx dv: (91)Specializing this formula for 's = f s�M s exp(Es); (92)and summing then equalities (91) over s, we �rst see that� 2Xs=1 exp(Es)Z T0 ZR3 ZR3 f s�M s @f s�@t dt dx dv == � 2Xs=1 exp(Es)2 ZR3ZR3 �f s� (T;x;v)�2M s(v) dx dv � � 2Xs=1 exp(Es)2 ZR3ZR3 �f s0 (x;v)�2M s(v) dx dv:(93)Analogously, the second term in (91) provides2Xs=1 exp(Es)Z T0 ZR3 ZR3 f s�M s v � @f s�@x dt dx dv = 0 : (94)Then, with calculations very similar to (25), the elastic contribution in (91) can be rear-ranged (this is the H-theorem) as1� 2Xs=1 exp(Es)Z T0 ZR3 ZR3 f s�M s QsEL(f s� ;M) dt dx dv == � 1� 2Xs=1 eEs2 ZR ~Bs � f s� (v0)M s(v0) � f s� (v)M s(v)�2 M s(v)M(v�) dt dx dv dv� d!̂ � 0 ; (95)25



where the domain R = ft 2 [0; T ]; x 2 R3; v 2 R3; v� 2 R3; !̂ 2 S2g. It can be shownthat the chemical contribution is also less or equal to zero. In fact, bearing in mind theweak forms of the chemical operators (21), we have (this is the H-theorem for the reactiveBoltzmann kernels)� 2Xs=1 Z T0 ZR3 ZR3 f s�M s exp(Es)QsCH(f�) dt dx dv == �ZRH �jv� v�j2 � 2�E21�1B � ~B2B1B � f1� (v)M1(v) eE1 � f2� (v2B1B)M1(v2B1B) eE2�� � f2� (v2B1B)M1(v2B1B)M1(v2B1B)M(v�2B1B)� f1� (v)M1(v)M1(v)M(v�)� dt dx dvdv� d!̂= � � eE1 ZRH �jv� v�j2 � 2�E21�1B � ~B2B1B � f1� (v)M1(v) � f2� (v2B1B)M1(v2B1B) e�E21�2�M1(v)M(v�) dt dx dvdv� d!̂ � 0 (96)(the Maxwellians M1 and M2 coincide, since m1 = m2). In conclusion, taking intoaccount (93){(96), we get the basic a priori estimate2Xs=1 exp(Es)ZR3 ZR3 ���f s� (T;x;v)���2M s(v) dx dv+ 1�2 2Xs=1 eEs ZR ~Bs � f s� (v0)M s(v0) � f s� (v)M s(v)�2 M s(v)M(v�) dt dx dv dv� d!̂+2 eE1 ZRH �jv� v�j2 � 2�E21�1B � ~B2B1B � f1� (v)M1(v) � f2� (v2B1B)M1(v2B1B) e�E21�2�M1(v)M(v�) dt dx dvdv� d!̂� 2Xs=1 exp(Es) ZR3 ZR3 ���f s0(x;v)���2M s(v) dx dv : (97)Thanks to the assumption (89) on the initial datum, all the terms on the left-hand sideturn out to be uniformly bounded by the (weighted) L2{norm of the initial datum. Thuswe have proven that f s� is a bounded sequence in L1 �R+;L2 �R3� �R3; dvMs(v)���. Con-sequently there exists a subsequence f s� that is weakly * convergent in this space tosome f s. This exactly means thatZ +10 ZR3 ZR3 f s� 'sM s dt dx dv �! Z +10 ZR3 ZR3 f s 'sM s dt dx dv ;8's 2 L1�R+;L2�R3� �R3; dvM s(v)��� :Hence, taking test functions of the form's(t;x;v) =  (t;x)M s(v);  (t;x)vM s(v);  (t;x) (v
 v)M s(v);26



with  (t;x) 2 L1(R+;L2(R3)), we getZ +10 ZR3ZR3 (t;x) 0@ 1vv 
 v1A f s� dt dx dv �! Z +10 ZR3ZR3 (t;x) 0@ 1vv
 v1A f s dt dx dv:(98)For Maxwell molecules, the same also holds for the chemical linear operator :Z +10 ZR3ZR3 (t;x)�1v� QsCH(f�) dt dx dv �! Z +10 ZR3ZR3 (t;x)�1v� QsCH(f) dt dx dv(99)since in the kernel, f s� is multiplied by a Maxwellian and by the bounded function ~B2B1B.Therefore, passing to the limit � ! 0 in the weak form of the macroscopic equa-tion (37), we get that the limit function f s ful�lls the equation, for any  2 D(R+�R3) :�Z +10 ZR3 ZR3 f s(t;x;v) @ @t (t;x) dt dx dv� ZR3 ZR3 f s0(x;v) (0;x) dx dv� 1�s Z +10 ZR3 ZR3(v
 v) f s(t;x;v) : @@x @@x (t;x) dt dx dv= Z +10 ZR3 ZR3QsCH(f)(t;x;v) (t;x) dt dx dv: (100)Coming back to estimate (97), we obtainJ (f s� ) := ZR ~Bs � f s� (v0)M s(v0) � f s� (v)M s(v)�2 M s(v)M(v�) dt dx dv dv� d!̂ � C �2 ; (101)hence lim�!0J (f s� ) = 0.Let  �  (t;x;v;v�; !̂) be a test function in L1c . Then���� ZR� f s� (v0)M s(v0) � f s� (v)M s(v)� (t;x;v;v�; !̂) dt dx dv dv� d!̂���� � C J (f s� )1=2if ~Bs is bounded below by some strictly positive number (if it is not the case, one usesR ~Bs d!̂ instead of ~Bs). This implies thatf s(v0)M s(v0) = f s(v)M s(v) a:e:Therefore, f s = �sM s. 27
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